Recent progress in atom interferometry has been driven by the development of wide-angle beam splitters^[@R14]^, large interferometer areas^[@R15]^ and long coherence times^[@R16]^. Most interferometers operate in a Mach-Zehnder^[@R5],[@R17]^ , Ramsey-Bordé ^[@R18]^ or Talbot-Lau^[@R19]^ configuration, some of them also in the time-domain^[@R20],[@R21]^. Here we ask how to generalize these achievements to atoms, molecules, clusters or nanoparticles -- independent of their internal states.

Mechanical nanomasks^[@R22]^ could be considered as 'universal' if it were not for their van der Waals attraction on the traversing matter waves, which induces sizable dispersive, i.e. velocity-dependent, phase shifts even for gratings as thin as 10 nm.

Optical^[@R9],[@R14]^ or measurement-induced^[@R23]^ gratings eliminate this effect, but most methods so far relied on closed transitions and required an individual light source for every specific kind of atom or molecule.

It is possible to circumvent this restriction by using the spatially periodic electric dipole potential in an off-resonant standing light wave. Its field then modulates the *phase* of the matter wave rather than the *amplitude*. This implies, however, that the spatial coherence of the incident matter wave needs to be prepared by other means before -- such as by collimation, cooling^[@R24]^ or the addition of another absorptive (material) mask^[@R2]^.

In our present work, we demonstrate a new method for coherence experiments with a wide class of massive particles and show how a sequence of *ionizing* laser grating pulses^[@R12]^ can form a generic matter-wave interferometer in the time-domain^[@R13]^.

In [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} we show the schematic layout of our experiment, which we here realize specifically for clusters of anthracene (Ac) molecules. The molecules are evaporated in an Even-Lavie valve^[@R25]^ which injects the organic vapor with a pulse width of about 30 μs into the vacuum chamber. The adiabatic co-expansion with a noble gas cools the molecules and fosters the formation of organic clusters -- here typically up to Ac~15~.

The bunch of neutral nanoparticles passes a differential pumping stage, enters the interferometer chamber and flies at short distance (0.1-4 mm) from the surface of a super-polished CaF~2~ mirror before it reaches the laser ionization region of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS) where it creates the signal peaks.

The pulsed beams of three synchronized F~2~-excimer lasers (*λ*=157.63 nm) hit the mirror surface and the cluster beam under normal incidence with a variable pulse energy of 1-3 mJ and a duration of 7 ns. The laser beams are separated in space by \~20 mm along the cluster trajectory. Their mutual time delay is adjusted with an accuracy of a few nanoseconds. We choose the laser beam diameters (\~ 1 mm × 10 mm rectangular flat top, extended along the cluster beam) to cover a wide particle bunch emitted by the source, while the detection laser beam is narrow enough to post-select only those clusters that have interacted with all three laser light pulses.

All three laser gratings interact with the matter waves in two different ways^[@R13]^: they imprint a periodic phase and, more importantly, they act as transmission gratings since the photon energy of \~7.9 eV exceeds the ionization energy of the nanoclusters. Particles that traverse the antinodes of a laser grating ionize with high probability after absorption of one or more photons and a weak electric field removes them from the beam. Close to the nodes of the standing light waves the clusters remain neutral and move on in the interferometer. This process imprints a periodic modulation onto the matter-wave amplitude -- as if the clusters had passed a mechanical nanomask.

A strong spatial localization inside the first laser grating is important for preparing a comb of emergent wavelets whose transverse coherence will cover a few antinodes in the second light grating further downstream. This is a prerequisite for interference to occur, i.e. for the formation of a free-flying cluster density pattern at precisely defined moments in time which is probed with nanosecond precision by the third ionizing standing wave.

The three laser pulses form a Talbot-Lau interferometer in the time domain, which exhibits transmission resonances when the delay between two subsequent pulses is close to the Talbot time *T~m~* = *md^2^/h*, with *m* the cluster mass and *h* Planck's constant. In our setting the grating period *d=λ/2=78.8* nm results in *T~m~*=*15* ns/amu. All particles see the same gratings at the same time independent of their velocity. Even though they may enclose different areas in real-space (x-z), they will accumulate the same phase and contribute constructively to the same interferogram for each given mass ([Figure 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

We trace the emergent interference pattern in four different ways: its mass characteristics, its dependence on the pulse separation and pulse asymmetry as well as by visualizing its structure in position space.

We start by monitoring the TOF-MS signal and toggle between a resonant and a non-resonant setting. In the *resonant mode* the delays *t~2~-t~1~* = *T*, *t~3~-t~2~* = *T*+*ΔT* between two subsequent laser pulses are equal, *ΔT = 0*, and quantum interference is expected to modulate (enhance or reduce, depending on the phase) the transmission for the mass whose Talbot time matches the pulse separation *T*. In the *off-resonant mode* the pulse delays are imbalanced by *ΔT = 200 ns* and this tiny mismatch suffices to destroy the interferometric signal. We extract the interference contrast from the normalized difference ΔS~N~ = (S~R~ -- S~O~) / S~O~ between the *resonant* S~R~ and the *off-resonant* signal S~O~ and plot it as a function of mass in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The experimental mass spectra and ΔS~N~ bars (green) can be well understood by a quantum mechanical model (violet bars), as described in the Methods Section, and both are in marked discrepancy with a classical model (grey bars)^[@R13]^.

The role of the pulse separation *T* is demonstrated by changing the seed gas from argon to neon. Shifting the most probable jet velocity from 690 m/s to 925 m/s allows us to decrease *T*. The quantum model then predicts the highest contrast to occur at smaller masses, as confirmed by the experimental data in [Figure 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows a clear resonance in ΔS~N~ as a function of the time imbalance *ΔT* ∈ \[−70, + 70\] ns with a width determined by the transverse momentum distribution of the cluster beam ^[@R13]^. The momentum spread inferred from a Gaussian fit to the data in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} corresponds to a divergence angle along the grating of 2.1 mrad, in good agreement with the experimental settings.

In our setup, the pulsed supersonic expansion determines the cluster velocity distribution and the pulsed mass detection post-selects its relative width to Δv/v ≃ 3 %. It is then justified to interpret the observations in position space: With the de Broglie wavelength given by *λ*~dB~ = h/mv the mass distribution also represents a wavelength spectrum. The most prominent interference peak in [Figure 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"} at 1248 amu corresponds to the heptamer Ac~7~ with *λ*~dB~ ≃ 345 fm, at v ≃ 925 m/s. The highest mass peaks in the spectrum reach down to below λ~dB~ ≃ 275 fm.

Finally, we can also prove the formation of an interference pattern in real space by modifying the period of the central grating: While all laser beams had originally been set to normal incidence on the interferometer mirror -- with an uncertainty of about 200 μrad -- we now explicitly tilt the central laser beam by 5.1 mrad along the cluster beam. The direction of the standing light wave grating remains defined by the orientation of the mirror surface, but an increasing tilt angle θ reduces the modulus of the wave vector perpendicular to the surface, k~p~ ≃ k·cos θ. We can shift the interference pattern by half a grating period when the clusters pass the mirror surface at an average distance of 1.5 mm. We plot the fringe shift as a function of the separation between the beam and the mirror in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and find a damped sinusoidal transmission curve for all clusters with the expected period. The overall damping results from the limited coherence of the laser system and the vertical extension of the anthracene cluster beam.

All tests presented here confirm the successful experimental realization of an OTIMA interferometer^[@R2],[@R13]^, i.e. an ***o***ptical ***t***ime-domain ***i***onizing ***ma***tter-wave interferometer, which exploits pulsed ionization gratings. This versatile tool for quantum interferometry will be applicable to a large class of nanoparticles.

Due to the pulsed gratings, all phase shifts caused by constant external forces become velocity-independent and leave the contrast unaffected. The dispersive Coriolis shift^[@R15]^ can be well compensated by a suitable orientation of the interferometer, if needed.

The wide applicability and non-dispersive nature of pulsed ionization gratings make the OTIMA design particularly appealing for quantum experiments with highly complex particles, eventually even with nanoparticles at the length scale of the grating period. Since high-mass interferometry requires coherence of the order of the Talbot time, practical mass limits are imposed by free-fall in the gravitational field on Earth in combination with the limited coherence of VUV lasers and the finite phase-space density of the available particle sources. However, none of them is fundamental. Even in the presence of thermal radiation at room temperature (particle and environment) and collisional decoherence at a background pressure of 10^−9^ mbar, the OTIMA design is predicted to enable new tests of quantum physics, such as tests of spontaneous localization, with particle masses around 10^6^ amu and beyond^[@R26]^.

On the applied side, the OTIMA setup is expected to improve the accuracy of molecule and cluster deflectometry since it ensures the same interaction (phase accumulation) time for all particles with the external fields^[@R27]^ and a position readout at the nanometer scale. Our interferometer concept therefore establishes also the basis for a new class of quantum-enhanced precision metrology experiments.

Methods section {#S1}
===============

Absorption and optical polarizability {#S2}
-------------------------------------

The central grating influences the propagation of the coherent matter wave by modulating both its amplitude and phase. It does this by removing particles from the anti-nodes of the standing light field and by imprinting a phase onto the matter wave in proportion to the clusters' optical polarizability at 157 nm. In the first and third grating the phase modulation has no effect, since the clusters enter with random phases, and since the last grating merely acts as a transmission mask. Neither the absorption cross sections σ~157~ *(N)* nor the polarizabilities α~157~(N) are known, a priori, for each cluster of N molecules in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) wavelength range. However, σ~157~ *(N)* enters the model only through the mean number of photons absorbed *n~0~(N)* in each grating which we can determine by monitoring the cluster loss rate. While this parameter influences the general shape of the interference curve as a function of mass, the polarizability may modify the predicted contrast of each individual cluster. We assume the polarizability and the absorption cross section to exhibit the same N-scaling as retrieved from our *n~0~(N)* measurements and we allow the polarizability to vary by ±30% (light violet confidence areas in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) around the single-molecule value. We use the polarizability α~157~(1)=25.4 × 10^−30^ m^3^ from Marchese et al.^[@R28]^ and we extract an absorption cross section of σ~157~ *(1)* =1.1 ×10^−20^ m^2^ from Malloci et al.^[@R29]^

This yields the quantum and classical theory curve in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Apart from the uncertain polarizability, the deviations from the experimental data may be attributed to a limited efficiency of single-photon ionization and contributions by fragmentation processes. While the absolute interference *contrast* is sensitive to a variety of different cluster properties which still wait to be extracted in combination with more refined cluster theory, the *fringe shift* will become valuable for precisely measuring the interplay between internal cluster properties and external forces.
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![Layout of the OTIMA interferometer\
**(a)** Setup for nanoparticle interferometry with three short-pulse optical ionization gratings. From left to right: The Even-Lavie valve (V) produces a 30 μs pulse of neutral anthracene clusters which are cooled in an adiabatic co-expansion with a noble gas jet. The cluster beam is delimited by two slits which are variable in height (H) and width (W). The laser pulses at *t~1~=0, t~2~=T* and *t~3~=2T* are back-reflected by a single two-inch mirror to form three standing light waves. These are responsible for preparing the initial spatial coherence, for matter-wave diffraction and for spatially filtering the emerging cluster interferogram. The detection laser (L) ionizes the transmitted neutral clusters for time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS). A photodiode (P) is used to monitor the laser timing with nanosecond accuracy.\
**(b)** The interferogram is formed by multiple paths from the first to the third grating which correspond to an effective momentum transfer of nħk in each grating, with $n \in \mathbb{Z}$. Accurate timing ensures that the interfering paths branch and close at the same points on the grating axis x, irrespective of the cluster's initial velocities v1 (red) \> v2 (green). The stars indicate the localization of the matter waves.](emss-50983-f0001){#F1}

![Cluster interference visualized via the mass spectrum, for two pulse separation times\
**(a)** Bottom panel: Mass spectra recorded for a resonant (black line) and off-resonant (ΔT=200 ns, red line) pulse separation of *T*=25.9 μs (clusters seeded in an argon jet). Each cluster signal splits in isotopic sub-peaks. The x-ticks correspond to a mass separation of 4 amu. The two spectra differ for masses which fulfill *T~m~* ≃ *T*. Top panel: Histogram of the cluster interference contrast, as measured by the signal difference ΔS~N~ integrated over the main isotopes of a given cluster. The predictions of the quantum/classical model^[@R13]^ are shown in violet/grey. The light violet/grey regions indicate the variation of the fringe contrast with a ±30% variation of the cluster polarizability α~157~. For further details, see Methods and [Suppl. Inf. e](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} **(b)** Same as (a) but with neon seeding and *T*=18.9 μs. The error bars represent one standard deviation of statistical error (see [Suppl. Inf. h](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).](emss-50983-f0002){#F2}

![Interferometric resonance and timing precision\
Cluster self-imaging in a pulsed near-field interferometer is a resonant process with a short acceptance window for the matter waves to rephase. (a) Pulse sequence and (b) difference ΔS~N~ between the resonant and off-resonant signals detected at a mass of Ac~7~ as a function of Δ*T*. In our setup and for a pulse separation time *T* of 18.9 μs interference occurs during a time window of 48 ns (FWHM). The error bars represent one standard deviation of statistical error (see [Suppl. Inf. h](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).](emss-50983-f0003){#F3}

![ΔS~N~ as a function of the mirror displacement for different clusters\
The second grating laser beam was tilted by 5.1±0.3 mrad in the direction of the molecular beam to stretch the effective grating period by about 0.013 per mille. This suffices to induce a fringe shift of half a grating period for molecules travelling around 1.5 mm distance from the mirror surface. The mirror height is varied to effectively shift the second grating with regard to the other two which allows us to scan the cluster interference pattern. We extract the periodicity for ΔS~N~ as a function of the mirror distance by fitting a damped sine curve to the experimental data. This periodicity corresponds to the expected effective period^[@R13]^ of the interferogram of 80 nm. The error bars represent one standard deviation of statistical error (see [Suppl. Inf. h](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).](emss-50983-f0004){#F4}
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